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Good morning, everyone. It is a beautiful, good morning. Today is a day we don't have so many members 

here. Many Japanese and Korean members came, so I thank you. During the Special Great Works 

workshop (Azalea Festival), you worked so hard, especially the 40-day workshop members. Without 

them, it might have been difficult. When I finish the Special Great Works, I feel on one side very 

appreciative, but I also feel a little bit empty. I am very appreciative to True Parents; they made the 

Special Great Works, with heavenly blessing and fortune. I always appreciate Heavenly Parents and True 

Parents. I feel an empty mind because all of you have such great expectations for the Special Great 

Works, but I always wonder if I filled that mind or not. I feel if I had worked harder, I could have filled 

you up more with heavenly blessing. The next day I went to the Palace and I saw members getting on the 

bus. Seeing them I felt each participant going with a happy mind. I wondered if I perfectly let them 

receive, let them be satisfied. Did they receive enough? I felt empty and worried. To each of them did I 

give equally heavenly blessing and fortune to them. After Special Great Works I have a repentful mind. I 

feel I should have done more, given more. Such a mind I felt. Always I feel insufficient before you 

members. Next time, I will work even harder. With this kind of feeling I came here today. 

 

Beloved members, you trust Chung Pyung, and stay with us. This place believes in the invisible world, or 

spiritual part. When we practice earnestly. It is hard to convey a message and to practice it. We explain 

Spirit World easily, and making works so you can follow, is not easy. Even you are living life in the 

Physical World, for you to feel Spirit World, I am doing with utmost effort. Our physical life, after 

understanding Spirit World, so you can live life in the world without fallen nature; to practice is not 

simple. Many of you didn't complain, but followed what we are doing. So, I feel very appreciative to you. 

In members' minds, Foundation of Faith and Foundation of Substance are so big. Centering on this, what 

Heavenly Parent wants to do, centering on Chung Pyung True Children, I would like to uphold this will. 

Centering on sincere heart, if you have sincere belief, I want to do 100% based on fact and love. No 

matter what sins people bring, I have to have a mind of love. Even I do with a spirit of dedication and 

sacrifice, without seeking any rewards. And practice this, also diligently, with no sense of time, day or 

night, not centering on time is primary, such a level of diligence. Thoroughly looking at the whole 

environment, Spirit World and Physical World together. 

 

2014 is very difficult. Spirit World and Physical World say it is very difficult. The whole world will have 

difficulties, and go through so many difficulties. I made a lot of sincere devotions, we made lots of 

sincere devotions. The outside world, the whole world, and 7 billion people are children of Heavenly 

Parents and True Parents of Heaven and Earth. We need to make even the outside world an easy place. To 

do so, I made lots of conditions. Special Great Works is in January and May... True Parents: let them 

come out from difficulty and disasters. Based on absolute Faith, Love, and Obedience, to live life with 

happiness and joy. I have to make such an environment. Let them practice. Such is Special Great Works. 

 

Already I am making devotions for the summer Special Great Works. I would like to take a break, but I 

can't. 2014 is not a simple year. Your spiritual background is not that simple. So, I cannot rest. I have 

already begun devotions for the summer Special Great Works. Members in 2-d and 40-day workshops, 



there are...things you need to do. When you do chanyang session, I see strong spirits, with many smaller 

spirits around them. I can see more that they stay together. Centering on the strong spirits, there are many 

lesser spirits. I cannot count the numbers. When removing smaller spirits, if you remove the strong spirit 

it will be easier. Some members come to Special Great Works without attending 2nd or 40-day 

workshops. Must remove strong spirits on 1st, 2nd, 3rd layers. Then removing strong spirits is easier. It is 

like a grey thing or like a tomb. The deeper we go down, removing strong spirits is not easy. If there are 

lots of small spirits, and looking for strong spirits, is not simple. In Special Great Works, primarily strong 

spirits will be removed. Then, come to 2nd or 40-day workshop, and can remove other spirits. In 

chanyang session, can remove not only spirits, but also fallen nature. Difficult lives you cannot control, 

this is based on your character. I often see you do things you shouldn't do. This is not from you, but from 

the Evil Spirits that are dominating you. If you remove the strong spirit making you do that, then your 

character becomes better. You can become good, and have love. In removing Evil Spirits, when you are 

young, there is a smaller %, but through a life of pain, disease, and suffering, all these are works of Evil 

Spirits. 90% all together. 

 

Through chanyang session, people with diseases become healthy. There are many places outside (Chung 

Pyung), that can help, and the hospital can help you become healthy. As I see Chung Pyung works, 

however, everything is realigned back to the right position. Especially women, there is no case where you 

have bones in the right position. You have degenerative diseases in the knees and waist. Why? Because 

you gave birth to children. When giving birth, your pelvis became twisted. Adding strength, and with 

chanyang session, you can adjust the position and you can become healthy. The shoulders, chest bones, 

etc. if the position is correct, if the bones are in the correct place, your intestines become healthy. Bones 

envelop the lungs, the liver, etc., like embracing them. In your daily life, due to your posture, your bones 

have become twisted, and your muscles also. Bones should envelop your intestines. If wrong, you will 

become unhealthy. Chanyang session is so important. As I see patients in the hospital, I tell them many 

things. Yes we have the latest medical equipment and other tools, but our hands are much better. At the 

hospital we can check things by using hands. When checking, checking with hands is most accurate, and 

the doctor can give a diagnosis. If a part is painful, muscles, blood, etc. perhaps due to fatigue. Self-

diagnosis is best, next best is diagnosis by the doctor's hands. The doctor can check the movement of the 

heart and the movement of the pulse. If touched by hand, we can know. All can be treated. This is 

chanyang session, centering on the 2-day and 40-day workshops. 

 

Why must we remove Evil Spirits and fallen nature? All of it is for us to become born as a son or 

daughter of God. If Adam and Eve had not fallen, there would be no pain, suffering or disease. With only 

self-diagnosis, without the fall, we could know about our health. In a mirror, we could see our faces. 

Looking, removing everything. Through Chung Pyung works, we can remove all Evil Spirits and become 

healthy. Centering on the words of True Parents, if we live life well, we can become a perfected man or 

woman. Do you understand? Can you do that? The original world. Such pain, suffering, disease, we can 

make the situation better. Such an environment is given to us. But, because we don't stand upright with 

high noon settlement, with one heart, one mind, one body, and one mindset, etc. we aren't happy. 

 

What is the meaning of "citizen of Cheon Il Guk"? Living in an environment of Heavenly Parents and 

True Parents, etc. Satan's character centers on evil. Heavenly Parents and True Parents emphasize live for 

the sake of others. Since we became citizens of Cheon Il Guk, we really need to do our best and search for 

goodness. There are 7 billion people in the world, and there are many spirits in Spirit World. If all were 

restored. We are responsible for 7 billion people in the world; restore them. Members of Unification 

families should not be people of failure. Children of the Messiah, children of True Parents absolutely 

should not become children who fail, but must become children who succeed. As I do Chung Pyung 

works, I have been doing my best to carry out the mission. When I look at (descendants) I try my best so 

there will be no regret. What do we have to do? Live life settled down centering on high noon settlement. 

Word harder in witnessing to your family. You may ask why? All blessed family members come to 

church and fulfill the duty of filial s/d. Do your best in witnessing to church members, tribes, neighbors. 

Witnessing Activity is the way of giving Holy Blessing and fortune. When you go to Spirit World, you 

need to go with a happy mind and go to a good place. Pain, suffering and disease in this world, with 

misfortune. You must have a parental Shim Jung to them. Make your utmost effort. Can you do it? Will 

you do it? 

 

Now, this is spring, and going on to summer. I hope you can have a warm heart and Shim Jung and fulfill 

your responsibility to all people. By 2020 we need to resemble the Shim Jung of True Parents so we can 

fulfill our responsibility. We must have the mind: I must save all the lives. Through Chung Pyung works, 

the Spirit World, and Physical World, we help you so you can have no difficulties. Such a Chung Pyung 

training center we will become, so you can live life happy. Beloved members, please live life well as filial 

sons/daughters of Heavenly Parents. I hope you can become such members. Thank you. 

 

 

 


